QuantiFyiNg the origin certified differences in quality of u.s. and brazilian soybean exports – ussec rfp – questions / responses

Question: Is modifying or splitting the proposal by country a possibility?
USSEC Response: No, we want to compare both countries at the same time.

Question: Is there any flexibility in the timeline for the April start date?
USSEC Response: Yes, the reports submissions can begin on April 16, 2020.

Question: Is there any flexibility in the application deadline to submit proposals?
USSEC Response: Yes, we hereby extend the date for submission of proposals to March 31, 2020.

Question: Would monthly, rather than weekly, reports be acceptable?
USSEC Response: No, weekly reports are required.

This proposal seeks a report of the differences of different origin results on a weekly basis. This proposal DOES NOT seek to analyze the nutritional differences on quality.